More than the sum of its parts--how to achieve a specific transcriptional response to abiotic stress.
A rapid and appropriate response to stress is key to survival. A major part of plant adaptation to abiotic stresses is regulated at the level of gene expression. The regulatory steps involved in accurate expression of stress related genes need to be tailored to the specific stress for optimal plant performance. Accumulating evidence suggests that there are several processes contributing to signalling specificity: post-translational activation and selective nuclear import of transcription factors, regulation of DNA accessibility by chromatin modifying and remodelling enzymes, and cooperation between two or more response elements in a stress-responsive promoter. These mechanisms should not be viewed as independent events, instead the nuclear DNA is in a complex landscape where many proteins interact, compete, and regulate each other. Hence future studies should consider an integrated view of gene regulation composed of numerous chromatin associated proteins in addition to transcription factors. Although most studies have focused on a single regulatory mechanism, it is more likely the combined actions of several mechanisms that provide a stress specific output. In this review recent progress in abiotic stress signalling is discussed with emphasis on possible mechanisms for generating specific responses.